
Creating Smart Homes That Inspire
To Smarter Beginnings





A comprehensive smart home brand that off ers tailored automation 
solutions for the premium and upscale homes. Our commitment to 
thoughtful innovation and an extensive product range, enables you 
to simplify your everyday tasks and embrace convenience like no 
other. With complete control over lighting, appliances, and security, 
eGlu is redefi ning the home automation landscape and allows you to 
stay eff ortlessly connected with your home for a truly elevated living 
experience.

Elevate Your Living





Lighting, Your Mood
Comprehensive Range of Lighting Control

At eGlu, we turn spaces into perfect havens with our expertly crafted 
lighting controls. Our sophisticated lighting system seamlessly blends 
aesthetics with practicality, placing a premium on enhancing your 
mood, wellness, and eff iciency. Immerse yourself in personalized 
brilliance through the intuitive eGlu app, voice, or smart switches for 
the perfect ambience.





Affluence is in every detail
Switches from eGlu

eGlu Touch
Handcrafted leather switches

Exquisitely fashioned with meticulous precision and unparalleled care, 
the eGlu Touch stands as a testament to sophistication—a versatile 
and fl awlessly crafted scene switch that seamlessly blends innovative 
engineering with captivating design. Infused with the utmost 
refi nement, it is enveloped in the fi nest quality leather, with a natural 
grain fi nish, 

The Clazmo Switch range
Switch Up Your Home’s Décor

A combination of sleek style with innovative technology, these switches 
assures the convergence of innovation and style to complement your 
home’s design. With thorough att ention to detail, they are designed 
to not just respond to your commands eff ortlessly but also serve as 
exquisite accents, enriching your home with a touch of contemporary 
sophistication.

eGlu Smart Home’s premium switch range redefi nes elegance and 
intelligence, delivering a seamless fusion of style and technology to 
elevate your living spaces.





Impeccable Security Systems and Beyond
Securing well-being: Security Takes Center Stage

Enhance the vigilance of your residence eff ortlessly, ensuring a fortress 
of security even in your absence. Discover advanced sensors, fool-proof 
locks, and top-notch alarm systems from eGlu that ensure a secure and 
peaceful home.

Bring home the true Smart Home experience 
with  eGlu
Smart Curtains
Immerse yourself in the enchanting ambiance as blinds seamlessly 
become part of your surroundings, unveiling a magical experience.

Smart Gates
Experience seamless control and security with gate automation, where 
smart technology opens new gateways to convenience.

Smart Entertainment
Turn your living space into a captivating cinematic haven, delivering the 
full spectrum of the theater experience right to your home.

Smart Appliance
Elevate your lifestyle by seamlessly integrating smart technology to 
simplify your everyday tasks.





One app to manage everything,
from anywhere!
The eGlu App redefi nes smart home control, providing a unifi ed 
solution for eff ortless management from anywhere. Its intuitive design 
and multi-user access off er real-time control over security, lighting, 
and appliances through a single interface. More than just an app, eGlu 
ensures a truly connected home experience, bringing unparalleled 
convenience to modern living. Embrace the future of home management 
with eGlu, where control is at your fi ngertips, wherever you are.

Sync seamlessly with your favorite voice assistant, granting 
you eff ortless command over every corner of your smart 
home.
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